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The survivors have prospered, but their home is an enticing prospect for others to take. Besieged,
they must respond with a savagery to dissuade further attempts.Is this the end of society?
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I really enjoyed this series until I got to the end. Then my heart dropped when reading the epilogue.
I'll give no spoilers, other to say thank goodness that the next page said there would be a book 4.
Very well-defined characters and a great example of how to build a peaceful society from scratch.
Definitely looking forward to book 4!

What the !? I loved this series and need more of these characters, 3 books in 3 evening, I almost
never do that but this series had me from the start and I couldn't put the books down, highly
recommend

I generally don't write reviews for many things, even if I loved it. I just don't feel like my review will
matter one way or the other. I was so impressed with the first three books in this series that I HAD to

say something though. Mr. Ford has a story from a genre that had many similar versions &
manages to make it stand out. I'm a big believer in character over story, and while he nails both, the
way you become invested in each character is rare. You genuinely feel for each of them & when
challenged you hold your breath, hoping they survive unscathed. This isn't a review of Society as
much as its a review of the first three books as a whole. Go read from the beginning. You will not
regret it.

I have recommended this story to everyone. This is my new favorite author-Devon C. Ford. Story
line well developed and characters well fleshed out. I look forward to many more books by this
author.....Thanks......

This entire series has been wonderful, I have so throughly become attached to these characters
that they have become like real people to me , to the point that I was stressing in certain scenes
worrying about characters such as Cedric and Maggie! I even loved Ash the loyal brave dog and
"fleabag" the cat and the comic relief he added to the story. The characters of Dan and Leah were
at the same time tough and yet very endearing, and the author has played that fine line extremely
well throughout the story!!!Many have commented on the epilogue and rightly so...it took my breath
away! I actually said out loud "nooooooo" when I got to it...I can not help but hope that it was
somehow staged for a getaway perhaps(?) As the next book in the series is called "Hope" that is my
hope. ;)In any case I will read anything by this fantastic author with joy!

I would rate this series as 5 star for kindle unlimited and as a 4 star as a purchase. I probably would
not have read this series if it were not for unlimited. I ended up buying the book because the author
has written a unique and enjoyable read of life after a virus kills off most people. I read books 1-3
during three very late nights. I really was engaged with the characters and wished that I could keep
going. The characters are well written, action scenes are well developed. The action takes place in
England, meaning it is really tame compared to the US

A lot of this has been done before but this is really well done. Deft plotting and complex, engaging
characters who we get to know through the series. The key characters a moral and measured but
ruthless in protecting their family. Great that is set in Britain - gives it a different feel and language
and frees it, a little, from the "prepper" thing that is standard in a lot of EOTW fiction

This has been a good series. I was verging on upset when I thought it was going to end the way the
epilogue indicated. I'm glad I read the next page promising a 4th book. I like my apocalyptic stories
with a dose of hope however unrealistic that may be in reality!
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